
Surface Preparation Solutions for
Shipbuilding and Vessel Maintenance
Sponge-Jet’s low dust abrasive blasting technology 
is widely used in the marine industry by military and
civilian shipyards and marinas. Among the many 
benefits of the Sponge-Jet technology is its ability to
minimize downtime while increasing the in-service life
of marine vessels.

S p o n g e - J e t  C u s t o m e r s . . .
Sumitomo Shipyard - Japan
Todd Pacific Shipyards Corp. - USA
Canadian Coast Guard - Canada
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard - USA
BAE Systems - USA and France
Rosyth Naval Base - Scotland
Bollinger Shipyards, Inc. - USA
Toulon Naval Base - France
Northrop Grumman Corp. - USA
Linde shipyard - Denmark
Rowan Companies, Inc. - USA
Signal International, LLC - USA
Brest Submarine Base - France
VT Halter Marine Inc. - USA
US Coast Guard - USA
Atlantic Marine, Inc. - USA
Electric Boat Corp. - USA
Victoria Shipyards Co. Ltd. - Canada
Department of Defense - Canada
Davenport Shypyard - UK
La Ciotat Shipyard - France
US Navy Texas SIMA - USA

Sponge-Jet  App l icat ions. . .
- Erection welds and fit-out welds

- Bilges, ballast tanks and engineering spaces 

- Areas typically prohibited to abrasive blasting (e.g. near
hydraulics, electronics, seals and bearings)

- Corrugated steel, non-ferrous metal surfaces, cargo 
hold-downs, deck perimeters and escape trunks

- Voids, sump pits, rudder stocks, scuppers, bridge wings
and fairings

- Lube oil tanks; fresh, grey and potable water tanks

- Living spaces, fan rooms and mechanical control rooms

- Bow planes, dive planes and baffles

■ Extend the serviceable 
life of floating assets

■ Accelerate surface 
preparation and painting
operations

■ Eliminate damage to 
adjacent surfaces and 
surrounding coatings

■ 12x faster than power tools

■ Remove the toughest mil
scale, elastomeric and 
non-skid coatings

■ Create surface profiles
0-125+ microns (0-5+mils)

■ Reduce abrasive handling
and waste disposal

■ Clean and degrease 
without water or liquid
detergents

■ Reduce costs compared 
to conventional surface
preparation

■ Precisely blast and depaint
on sensitive substrates

■ Selectively strip coatings
and remove contaminants

■ Increased visibility during
blasting

■ Fugitive emissions greatly
reduced compared to 
conventional abrasives
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Marine Applications and Customers

To learn more visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at www.Spongejet.com; call 603-431-6435 or 
in Europe call +44-1253-390731



Sponge Blasting™ System is used to:

� Blast-clean or selectively profile cast iron, carbon and
stainless steel, copper, bronze, nickel, fiberglass, zinc,
and aluminum

� Spot blast ship hulls, corrugated steel, weld seams
cargo hold-downs, deck perimeters, escape trunks and
navigational buoys

� Selectively strip voids, sump pits, fresh and grey water
tanks, rudder stock, scuppers, bridge wings, and fairings

� Clean fuel oil tanks
� Blast in sensitive areas, engine and mechanical control

rooms, fan-rooms, uptake and exhaust plenums.

New Surface Preparation Technology 
for Offshore and Marine Industries
Sponge-Jet® Sponge Blasting™System removes contaminants
and tough marine coatings from offshore rigs, jack-ups,
industrial, military and commercial ships, carriers, passenger
ferries and tankers
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� Versatile
- Cut .25 to 5-mil profiles

� Cost Effective
- Reduce consumption, transportation

and disposal costs, by reusing Sponge
Media abrasives up to 10 times

� Clean and Dry
- Improve visibility by reducing 

media break-up
- Suppress up to 93% of the dust
- Strip tough coatings, adding no run-

off, slurry or leachable constituents

� Sensitive
- Blast with little damage to substrate

- Minimize impact on surrounding 
trades or equipment with low dust
and low media ricochet

- Limit over-blasting and the need 
to reprep or repaint

Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.SpongeJet.com
or call 603-431-6435 

to learn more about the 
Sponge Blasting System

Industry Overview



The impact of proper weld seam preparation on coating
life was evident to a Finnish crude oil tanker owner. 
As a result, it contracted a major Japanese shipyard, 
to build the Tempera crude oil tanker, with stringent
surface preparation specifications. Specifications called
for an SSPC-SP11 surface cleanliness with a uniform
anchor pattern of no less than 25 microns (1-mil) on

ballast tank weld seams and all erection joints. After field tests, Sponge Media
was chosen to replace current hand-tooling based on the following criteria:
� Consistent 25+Micron(1-mil) profile - Silver Sponge MediaTM exceeded the
specification to an SSPC-SP11 creating a
uniform, 40-75 micron (1-3mil) anchor pat-
tern. Disc sanding preparation “scratched”
the surface, creating uneven preparation
patterns, while conical surface grinders 
created a variable surface roughness of 
10-35 microns (.5-1.5 mil), which fell short
of the specification.
� Low Rebound Energy -Polyurethane 
foam-based Sponge Media, reduced ricochet
and eliminated subsequent harm to adjacent
coated surfaces. It also made the media 
easy to contain and collect. 
� Control - The unique mechanics of Sponge
Media combined with the enhanced operator
vision allowed for easy feathering in 
the boundary areas of existing coatings. 

The Ship’s erection joints, ballast tanks and other vulnerable areas were blasted
with Sponge Media. The shipyard reduced construction delays due to higher
Sponge-Jet production speeds and the fact that other trades could work con-
currently. The ship owner expects to enjoy the benefits of longer, continuous
operation associated with extended coating life.

Sponge-Jet Reduces Construction
Delays on Crude Oil Tanker

Sponge-Jet® abrasive systems exceed speci-
fication, replacing power-tooling.Shipyard
accelerates ballast tank and erection joint 
painting operations and extends coating life.
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Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.Spongejet.com

or call 1-603-431-6435 (USA)

to learn more about the 
Sponge Blasting System

Case History



The need for a dry, low dust, reusable, abrasive blasting
technology was the reason a U.S. Coast Guard Industrial
Support Detachment switched to using the Sponge-Jet
Sponge Blasting System for surface preparation. In place
of using coventional abrasives, they now Sponge Blast
their 41,44, 46, 47 and 55 foot Patrol Boat interiors 
and exteriors. This Industrial Support Detachment uses
Silver Sponge Media™ abrasives to remove an average of
ten mils of epoxy topcoat and primer.

Efforts to improve repair efficiency on Patrol Boats led to
the following process constraints and the subsequent use
of the Sponge Blasting system:

� Simple Containment - The extensive
containment required, when using
high pressure water, to control slurry or 
runoff, would be cost prohibitive.

� Low Airborne Dust - Conventional 
abrasive blasting with a costly negative 
air system would be required to lower 
airborne dust.

� Media Reusability - The reusability 
of Sponge Media abrasives reduced total
project costs by lowering the amount 
of media purchased, consumed, handled
and disposed.

Maintenance teams report successful Sponge Blasting on patrol boats largely
due to the dry, low dust, low volume and low waste characteristics of Sponge
Media abrasive. This US Coast Guard Detachment currently uses Sponge
Media and the Sponge Blasting System for all internal and external surface
preparation.

Surface Preparation on U.S.
Coast Guard Patrol Boats
U.S. Coast Guard Detachment uses dry, low dust,
reusable, Sponge-Jet® Sponge Blasting™ System to
remove paint and contaminants on patrol boats
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Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.SpongeJet.com
or call 603-431-6435

to learn more about the 
Sponge Blasting System

Case History



Coating engineers with a Netherlands manufacturer of 
offshore platforms searched for a method to repair weld
seams. Welding, during assembly of the rig causes stain-
ing and damage to prepainted parts. Engineers wanted 
a repair process that would cause less damage to sensitive
surrounding parts of the rig and equipment already in
place.They chose Silver Sponge Media™ abrasives because
of the following process characteristics:
� Low Airborne Dust - Dusty abrasives, hand tools or wire
brushes used to repair the weld seams were forbidden due
to surrounding, preinstalled turbines,pumps, and electronic
process equipment. Porous Sponge Media abrasives trap

most of what would normally release into
the air, limiting damage and impact to 
sensitive equipment - while improving the
safety of workers.

� Controlability - Engineers wanted oper-
ators to blast new weld seams, disturbing
as little of the original coatings as possi-
ble. Pliant and porous Sponge Media abra-
sives carry conventional abrasives, but
preserve operator visibility and minimize
media rebound by trapping dust, and
absorbing collision energy on impact. 
Blasters have improved control of their
work. Narrow blasting strips and gradual
feathering are easier to accomplish.

Operators blasted six linear feet [2m] of weld seam per minute and removed
the thick, charred, epoxy coating and inorganic zinc primer without damage to
surrounding equipment, or interruption of nearby trades. In areas not
exposed to rain, the contractor was pleasantly surprised to observe no flash
rusting on three week old weld seams.

Weld Seam Repair on a North
Sea Offshore Oil Platform
Platform manufacturer uses the Sponge-Jet® Sponge
Blasting™ System to repair heat-affected weld seamswith
little impact on nearby activity or sensitive equipment
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Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.SpongeJet.com
or call 603-431-6435 
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The Canadian Coast Guard searched for a method to 
strip rust and marine coatings from navigational buoys.
Specifications outlined the removal of 15 to 20 mils of 
high performance epoxy coatings, with near white blast
preparation with a 3 to 4-mil [75-100 micron] profile.
Although conventional abrasives could be used to complete
the project, most could not be expected to minimize 
waste or to limit impact on surrounding operations and 
the environment. Silver Sponge Media™ abrasive was 
chosen based on the following process characteristics:
� Low Airborne Dust - The facility was restricted to outdoor
blasting and therefore wanted to limit releasing anti-foulant
paint dust in the air. Sponge Media abrasives are porous

and suppress up to 93% of what would normally become airborne dust.
� Reusability - Limitations on the 
consumption and subsequent disposal 
of abrasive media and anti-foulant coating
residues indicated a reusable process.
Sponge Media abrasives are reusable 
up to ten times and therefore reduce 
consumption of materials, freight, and 
disposal costs.
� Cost Effective - The facility required
simple containment and good ambient 
air quality. Pliant Sponge Media abrasives
absorb collision energy at the substrate,
which minimizes media rebound and dust.
Costly containment and air quality 
systems were not needed with these low 
dust and low rebound benefits. 

Blasting the 350 square foot [116 m2] buoys at 1.5 square feet per minute
[30 m2/hr] allowed for cost effective stripping and timely completion of the
project without interruption. 

Surface Preparation on Deep
Sea Navigational Buoys
Canadian Coast Guard cleans aquatic growth and strips
three-part marine coating with environmentally friendly
Sponge-Jet® Sponge Blasting™ System 
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An amusement park needed to strip and repaint
selected runabouts. Subject to harsh sun and
the marine environment, the runabouts were
removed from water, stripped, painted and
promptly returned to service. Maintenance per-
sonnel chose to test the Sponge Blasting
System to strip 20 to 40-mil of marine epoxy
from the boats, creating a less-than-one mil
profile and causing no further damage to the
sensitive gel-coat base. 

The decision to strip the 40 square foot 
[13m2] runabouts using Sponge Media™ abra-

sives, with 40-60 Plastic Urea was determined after the following specifica-
tions were satisfied:

� Low Rebound - Blasting would occur in close proximity to the nearby lake,
thus requiring low media ricochet or rebound. Pliant Sponge Media abrasives
absorb collision energy, lowering media bounce-back.

� Versatile - The process would be aggressive enough to remove multiple
layers of marine coating and sensitive enough to cause no further damage to
the gel-coat fiberglass substrate. Sponge Media abrasive’s pliant, sponge-like
material and abrasive components allow operators to selectively strip coat-
ings and control profiling - unlike other conventional abrasives.

� Low Dust - Limiting dust and media break-up was critical, as the brittle
coating and friable sudstrate could cause harmful airborne contaminents.
Sponge Media abrasives suppress up to 93% of the dust because the 
pliant urethane material flattens on impact with the surface. The media’s 
pliant nature also absorbs collision energy on impact, significantly reducing 
media break-up.

Sponge Media abrasives were effectively used to conduct high quality surface
preparation. Blasters achieved approximately1.4 square feet per minute
[28m/hr], removing the marine epoxy coating and creating less than a 
one-mil profile on the gel-coat substrate with little dust or media rebound.

Surface Preparation on
Fiberglass Runabouts
Major amusement park used Sponge-Jet® Sponge
Blasting™ System to remove multi-layered, marine
epoxy coating from delicate fiberglass runabout boats
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A west coast Port Authority maintains commuter ferry
boats that have high passenger traffic areas which needed
stripping and repainting. Maintenance managers searched
for a way to allow continued commuter operations during
the maintenance project. Confined bays, hallways, stairs
and treads leading to and from the passenger and automo-
bile decks were to be cleaned, blasted and re-painted 
without causing damage to sensitive equipment nearby. 

The decision was made to use Silver Sponge Media™

abrasives in place of other alternatives due to the following
process characteristics:

� Low Airborne Dust - Sensitive equipment
such as engines, generators and air-intakes
were close to the blast areas, making 
airborne dust suppression critical. Sponge
Media abrasives carry conventional 
abrasives in pliant and porous particles, 
which entrap and confine much of what
would normally become airborne dust. 
� Quick Clean-up - Clean-up times had to
be minimized because blasting and paint-
ing were only permitted between the hours
of two and five a.m. Pliant Sponge Media
inherently limits media rebound, because it
absorbs collision energy caused by the
media’s impact on the substrate. The abra-
sives fall in close proximity to the blaster,
making clean-up easier.

The Port Authority had favorable results as operators cut through the 10 to
30-mil marine epoxy and anti-skid top coats. Work output was improved by
50%, as Sponge Blasting allowed for quick set-up, easy mobility and lean-up.
Three years later, the coating is still performing to specification.

Surface Preparation on Vehicle
and Passenger Ferry Boats
A west coast Port Authority uses Sponge-Jet ®

Sponge Blasting™ System to remove heavy non-skid 
marine epoxy with minimal service interruption
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